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Contemporary models of welfare capitalism have frequently been critiqued about their
ﬁt-for-purpose in provisioning for people’s basic needs including care, and longer-term
ecological sustainability. The Covid-19 pandemic has also exposed the need for better
institutions and a new welfare architecture. We argue a post-productivist eco-social state
can deliver sustainable well-being and meet basic needs. Arguing Universal Basic Services
are an essential building block and prerequisite for a de-commodiﬁed welfare state,
we focus on examining the form of income support that might best complement UBS.
The article develops, from the perspective of feminist arguments and the capabilities
approach, a case for Participation Income. This, we argue, can be aligned with targeted
policy goals, particularly reward for and redistribution of human and ecological care or
reproduction and other forms of socially valued participation. It may also, in the short
term, be more administratively practical and politically feasible than universal basic income.
Keywords: Capabilities, eco-social policy, universal basic services, participation income,
post-productivism.

Introduction
Rarely do pandemics and other emergencies lead to major reconﬁgurations in social
policy (Castles, 2010). Nonetheless, Gough (2020) argues that the social policy innovations put in place in response to the Covid crisis ‘have begun to crack the carapace of
business as usual’ to provide a glimpse into dynamics of large-scale change needed to
inform our future. One feature of how liberal welfare states such as the UK and Ireland
responded to the crises is that they introduced major, albeit temporary, re-adjustments to
the balance between what Brodkin and Larsen (2013: 60) characterise as the ‘regulatory,
compensatory, and enabling’ dimensions of welfare. In many cases, regulatory demands
and conduct conditions were all but suspended while compensatory beneﬁts were
increased and made easier to access (Hick and Murphy, 2021). The shuttering of
economies also motivated much commentary about the ecological sustainability of
contemporary models of welfare capitalism and their ‘ﬁt-for-purpose’ in meeting essential
needs (see Laurent, 2020; Wignaraja and Horvath, 2020), resonating with a pre-pandemic
literature that, under the rubric of various concepts, discussed what might be the
components of a ‘post-productivist’ (Fitzpatrick, 2004), ‘sustainable’ (Hirvilammi and
Koch, 2020), or ‘eco-social’ (Koch, 2018) welfare state; namely, one oriented not by
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productivity and economic growth but by a new welfare architecture with sustainable
well-being and care at its centre.
The case for an eco-social welfare state has been advanced by numerous scholars
within the comparative welfare states and sustainability ﬁelds (eg. Fitzpatrick, 2004; Koch
and Fritz, 2014; Gough, 2015; Hirvilammi and Koch, 2020). However, as Bohnenberger
observes, the role of social policy in enabling transitions towards a sustainable political
economy ‘is often only a side note’ (2020: 596) within the literature on decarbonisation
and sustainability, while Koch observes that environmental concerns similarly ‘remain
largely ignored in social policy debates’ (2018: 42). In the context of income supports,
‘sustainability’ is frequently appraised in ﬁscal rather than social or ecological terms
(Stamm et al., 2020). A notable exception are proposals for an Unconditional Basic
Income (UBI), which many see as a means of ‘breaking the ‘unholy link’’ (Pinto, 2020:
269) between economic security, employment and the associated environmental impacts.
In this article, however, we revive interest in the concept of a Participation Income (PI) as
an alternative social security reform proposal that, when allied to Universal Basic Services,
can go far towards progressing an eco-social reform agenda.
The case for a PI was ﬁrst made by Atkinson (1996), who proposed that it was more
politically palatable in the short-term but which could open the doorway to unconditional
welfare as a stepping-stone to UBI. Recently, however, PI and related proposals such as an
‘ecological transition income’ have received renewed attention as reforms worthy of
support in their own right from post-productivists who remain concerned that a UBI may
foster consumerism and unsustainable consumption (Pérez-Muñoz, 2018; Swaton, 2018).
We further develop this argument, building the normative case for PI, elaborating its
contribution to an eco-social recalibration of welfare, and brieﬂy addressing issues of
administrative and political feasibility.
We proceed by making the case for a post-productivist, eco-social state and deﬁning
what we mean by sustainable well-being. We then focus on what form of income support
best complements this form of sustainable provision for basic needs, arguing that UBI
overclaims on various fronts and unpacking the case for PI as preferable from both a
feminist and capabilities-promoting eco-social policy perspective. Arguments against PI
often focus on the administrative difﬁculties of determining eligibility and entitlement, of
establishing the legitimacy of various forms of participation, and of determining the degree
of conditionality that might be adopted. We ﬁrst develop a logic for an appropriate degree
of conditionality and then develop normative and conceptual arguments for what might
be valid forms of participation. We conclude by considering the politics of reform.
Acknowledging that administrative difﬁculties of determining eligibility and entitlement
remain, we argue they can be overcome through carefully calibrated co-creation
implementation structures and that these are necessary if PI proposals are to avoid
becoming another form of residualised welfare that stigmatises claimants through invasive
bureaucratic assessments of household means and claimant behaviour.

Towards a post-productivist, eco-social state
Notwithstanding important differences between welfare regimes in terms of the degree to
which they ‘commodify’ labour, all are essentially productivist in foundation. That is, they
can be understood as a series of attempts to reconcile social security with promoting an
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agenda of productivity growth orientated by the assumption ‘of a virtuous circle’
(Hirvilammi, 2020: 391) between social and economic policies. This is most pronounced
in the workfare-oriented activation policies of liberal welfare regimes, which render
participation in employment an important end of social policy (cf. Fitzpatrick, 2004) and
the principal ‘marker of the dutiful, responsible citizen’ (Patrick, 2017: 294). However,
even so-called ‘capacitating’ or ‘enabling’ welfare state models rely on the dividend of
future productivity growth to underwrite increases in welfare spending; repositioning
social policy ‘as a ‘productive factor’’ (Laruffa, 2020: 2) for ‘mobilising human resources
and stabilising economic activity’ (Hirvilammi, 2020: 391).
A common criticism of this productivist paradigm is that it reduces social policies to
tools for fostering economic growth ‘rather than full citizens with real freedom to lead a life
they have reason to value’ (Bonvin and Ziegler, 2020: 1, 2). As Fitzpatrick (2004: 218)
argues, the continuing ‘fetishisation of productivity growth’ makes achieving anything
‘more than modest’ forms of gender equality and sustainability extremely difﬁcult. This is
due to its inability to account for the value of essential reproductive activities, such as
caring for people, the environment, or political institutions, unless those activities can be
monetised into surplus economic value (Barry, 2019). Reproductive activity, which
Fitzpatrick applies to both care and ecological work, carries economic value as it sustains
the human, emotional and environmental resources upon which productivity depends.
However, ‘economic value’ is not the primary reason why people undertake reproductive
work nor can its value be captured in commodity terms. The value of reproductive work –
which we would extend to include contributions to sustaining democratic institutions via
participation in politics and civil society – transcends the economic.
Beyond misrecognising reproductive work, productivist regimes carry a substantial
ecological footprint as highlighted by research on sustainability and degrowth (Gough,
2013, 2015; for a systematic review see Haberl et al., 2020). Even if economic growth
could be decoupled from emissions, this is unlikely to happen fast enough to contain
global warming within the one-and-a-half to two degrees threshold required to avoid
catastrophic climate change (Hirvilammi, 2020). Structural political economic changes
will therefore be required to reduce rather than ‘green’ consumerism and economic
growth (Pinto, 2020).
The importance of ‘countervailing social policies’ (Gough, 2013: 192) in mitigating
the distributive impacts of decarbonisation policies on disadvantaged groups is already
well acknowledged in debates on sustainability (cf. Koch, 2018). However, the concept of
eco-social welfare goes beyond understanding social policies as safety nets for
cushioning the social impacts of decarbonisation to recognising that social policies
themselves ‘have high leverage on the level of carbon emissions’ (Bohnenberger,
2020: 596). It directs attention from the social consequences of environmental policies
to the environmental consequences of welfare systems that enable many ‘to participate
in production and consumption patterns that are, all other things being equal,
environmentally harmful’ (Koch and Fritz, 2014: 683). Whereas productivism subsumes welfare states within the global economy, eco-social policy calls for welfare
states to be seen ‘as embedded in ecosystems’ (Hirvilammi and Koch, 2020) and
constrained by ecological limits. But before we examine how a new welfare architecture can enable recalibration on such a post-productivist trajectory, we need to ﬁrst
explore what we mean by sustainable well-being and its implications for how we
understand the nature of the economy and value of work.
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Sustainable well-being: capabilities, needs, and basic services
Conceptualising ‘feasible forms of wellbeing’ (Bonvin and Ziegler, 2020: 3) is necessarily
unavoidable for a critical social science of the political economy, not least because an
understanding of wellbeing is implicit to the very idea of a welfare state. One of the most
prominent accounts of sustainable wellbeing is Doyal and Gough’s (1991; Gough, 2015)
theory of human need, which establishes a set of fundamental autonomy- and healthrelated needs that ‘must be satisﬁed to some degree before actors can effectively
participate in their form of life to achieve any other valued goal’ (Gough, 2015:
1197). It also speciﬁes the kinds of resources and conditions, or ‘universalizable preconditions’ (Gough, 2015: 1197), that societies must provide if these basic health,
autonomy, and participation needs are to be met. These include things like food and
water, housing, healthcare, education and broadly resemble the kinds of goods and
services provided by ‘essential workers’ during the pandemic (Gough, 2020).
A closely related theory of wellbeing that we draw upon to develop the case for PI is
the capability approach (CA), ﬁrst advanced by Sen and subsequently developed by
Nussbaum, Anderson, and others. Nussbaum’s (2001) development of the CA is particularly signiﬁcant because, unlike Sen’s account1, it offers a clear articulation of ten central
functional capabilities that universally ground people’s freedom to achieve combinations
of ‘doings’ and ‘beings’. Nussbaum also emphasises the importance of democratic
deliberation and political justiﬁcation in ﬁlling out the details of which capabilities matter
most, offering her list of central capabilities – which includes capabilities for life, bodily
health and integrity, senses, imagination and thought, practical reason, play and control
over one’s environment (among others) – as something to be continuously ‘contested and
remade’ (Nussbaum, 2001: 77). Anderson’s extension pushes the relationship between
democracy and capabilities even further, positioning the CA as a relational theory of
democratic equality that deﬁnes the preconditions needed ‘to create a community in
which people stand in relations of equality to others’ (1999: 289). What matters from the
point of view of equality, Anderson argues, is not simply resource distribution but more
critically that people stand in social relations where ‘mutual consultation, reciprocation,
and recognition’ are taken ‘for granted’ (1999: 313). Her concept of democratic equality
incorporates both a public and private dimension. The former captures those capabilities
‘necessary for functioning as an equal citizen’ (Anderson, 1999: 317), including both
political agency (voting, political speech) and the sphere of civil society, which Anderson
argues is vital to an active understanding of citizenship. The private dimension of
democratic equality concerns people’s freedom from entanglement in ‘oppressive social
relationships’ (Anderson, 1999: 316) within the domestic sphere, and is contingent on
capabilities for sexual autonomy, bodily integrity, and so forth which in turn depend on
people having ‘effective access’ to the means (e.g. food, shelter, clothing, medical care) for
sustaining their biological existence.
There are important differences between need theory and the CA that space does not
permit us to address here (although see Gough, 2014). However, these are less signiﬁcant
than what the theories share, which is a commitment to a pluralist but nonetheless
universalisable theory of wellbeing that sets important limits on economic growth. Basic
needs and central human capabilities are non-substitutable preconditions for ﬂourishing.
‘One domain of need-satisfaction cannot be traded off against another’, as Gough argues
(2019: 535). They are also satiable in that the amount of goods and services needed to
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secure basic needs and central capabilities eventually plateaus, after which point the
value of further consumption sharply diminishes. In other words, economic activity has
value only insofar as it supports the ‘shared claim of all [within and between generations]
to the basic capability to lead worthwhile lives’ (Anand and Sen, 2000: 2030). This brings
‘a critical edge’ (Sayer, 2019: 43) to our understanding of the nature of economies. In
place of the economy as a system for regulating the production and exchange of
substitutable commodities according to price and demand, the yardstick of value becomes
whether economic systems provide ‘the key things that people need to have and do to be
able to ﬂourish’ (Sayer, 2019: 42). Recognising this challenges conceptions of the
economy ‘as a single homogenous zone’ (Leaver and Williams, 2014: 220) and suggests
treating the economy instead as ‘a network of “systems of provision”’ (Gough, 2019: 535)
for supplying foundational goods and services essential ‘to everyday life’ (Leaver and
Williams, 2014: 220). This idea of the foundational economy has been proposed from the
perspective of the CA (Sayer, 2019) and needs theory (Gough, 2019) alike, with Gough
suggesting that it takes two distinct forms: the material foundational economy of pipe and
cable utilities; transport infrastructure; food production, processing, and distribution; and
banking services, much of which remains within the domain of the market, and the
providential foundational economy of predominantly state-run public services such as
healthcare, education, social care, police and emergency services. What characterises
both forms, however, is that they ‘provide collective, shared services’ for mutual beneﬁt
through provisioning systems that are irreducible ‘to the purchase of individual commodities’ (Gough, 2019: 537). As Leaver and Williams argue, foundational goods and services
are collectively consumed ‘by all citizens regardless of income’ and their cost and quality
‘are key determinants of mass welfare’ (2014: 220).
This does not preclude the possibility of market provision, although several arguments
have been advanced as to why public provision is preferable for reasons of equity,
efﬁciency, solidarity, and sustainability (Gough, 2019: 538–541; Coote and Percy, 2020:
32–56). This has led to the development of the concept of Universal Basic Services (UBS)
as a way to move from reliance on ‘the neoliberal formula of individualised consumption
within a market-based system’ (Coote and Percy, 2020: 7–8) towards a system of
collective mutual interdependence through ‘sharing resources and acting together’
(Gough, 2019: 540). Coote and Percy conceive of UBS as a ‘virtual income of public
services’ (2020: 3) that contributes to de-commodiﬁcation by reducing people’s reliance
on the market to meet essential needs. Gough argues that this in turn promotes equality
since, ‘in the absence of public provision’, people on low incomes would need to spend
‘the majority of their income’ on meeting basic needs (2019: 539). Moreover, public
provisioning systems may be better equipped than market systems to promote sustainable
consumption and to meet needs through ‘less carbon intensive’ production, especially
when anchored in localised, communal supply chains (Sayer, 2019: 45).
At the heart of the concept of UBS is a mission to transform the way services are
provided, to put people in control, and to build a new role for the state. Coote and Percy
offer a framework that provides a set of guiding principles, and an evidence-based
rationale, to prove that collective provision yields far better results than market transactions in terms of equity, efﬁciency, solidarity and sustainability. They offer not a
guidebook, but principles or features; access to services that meet one’s needs as a
matter of right, citizen participation so that services are ‘controlled by the people who
need and use them’ (Coote and Percy, 2020: 5), and diverse models of ownership. The
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state retains responsibility for ensuring equal access, collecting and distributing resources,
setting and enforcing quality standards and co-ordinating services across different areas of
need. Thus, the concept of UBS synergises with the concept of a foundational economy
and its focus on the collective and ecological provision of services (Coote, 2000). This
idea of a foundational economy of UBS recovers the importance of welfare states in
securing the conditions for collective wellbeing, although Coote and Percy are careful to
point out that some needs may continue to be provided for via the market and that UBS
should be ‘supported rather than always directly provided by the state’ (2020: 5).
Moreover, in a recent extension of their work, Coote (Coote, A, n.d.) argues that UBS
requires not just the provision of services but also ‘an income guarantee to ensure that
everyone has sufﬁcient disposable cash’. The more UBS are realised through market rather
than public provision the higher this income guarantee will need to be. Nonetheless, even
in the context of widespread public provision, people will still need some level of
disposable income if they are to enjoy central capabilities for play, senses, imagination
and thought, and so on that are connected to the pursuit of varying life plans and exercise
of agency and choice. Consequently, as Coote and Lawson (2021) argue, income supports
and UBS are best thought of ‘as two sides of the same coin’ rather than conﬂicting
alternatives.
Below, we ask what kind of income support reform might best complement UBS. We
ﬁrst examine the growing calls for a UBI before proposing the concept of a PI as an
alternative reform pathway for securing a wider conception of income supports that can
interact with UBS to enable people to live, work and care differently.

A complementary form of income support
It is striking the degree to which UBI has been positioned as ‘the answer to the inequalities
exposed by Covid-19’ (Wignaraja and Horvath, 2020). Proponents argue that unconditional beneﬁts can promote transitions towards a more sustainable welfare state (Pinto,
2020); enhance gender equality by improving women’s bargaining position in the labour
market and promote part-time working arrangements among men (McKay, 2001); and
generally liberate people from market dependency (van Parijs, 1995). Indeed, proposals
for a UBI are variously defended by post-productivists committed to reducing economic
growth as well as neoliberals who view UBI as a means of stimulating consumption in the
face of widespread unemployment and the automation of work. However, despite its
broad appeal, a range of criticisms has been advanced of UBI as a progressive reform of
income supports. For our purposes, we shall focus on those related to UBI’s capacity to
adequately value reproductive labour and to promote more sustainable patterns of
economic participation.
Concerning gender equality, several feminists, including Lombardozzi (2020), argue
that the transformative capacity of UBI as a panacea to the crises of work and care may be
overestimated. For instance, it is unclear how an unconditional payment would compensate
those who provide care over those who do not. Given the current gendered division of
productive and reproductive labour, Robeyns (2001: 103) worries that a UBI risks reinforcing ‘traditional gender roles’ and may result in more women withdrawing from employment. Panitch (2011) challenges the claim that UBI has substantial de-commodifying effects.
Returning temporal autonomy to people over how they choose to spend their time is a
key reason why many post-productivists support a UBI. However, the de-commodifying
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potential of an UBI critically depends on how high the beneﬁts are, as well as on whether
UBI is offered as a supplement to, or substitute for, public services. If the latter, even a UBI
offering a high income replacement rate would still ‘have the effect of forcing people into
further market exchanges to satisfy their most basic needs’ (Panitch, 2011: 944). This is
especially a danger with libertarian justiﬁcations that frame UBI as a means of maximising
individuals’ consumptive freedom rather than welfare bureaucracies determining which
services are provided. To this extent, Coote and Percy fear that a UBI may entrench
processes of commodiﬁcation and erode collective solidarity by plugging people ‘into a
market system that feeds on choice and competition’ (2020: 55).
Even where UBI is proposed as complimentary to UBS, it is still unclear whether it will
redirect people’s time away from employment towards more ecologically sustainable
patterns of economic activity, or if recipients will instead use the ‘extra income unconditionality’ (Pinto, 2020: 269) to boost their consumer purchasing power rather than reduce
the proportion of their time working for pay. This concern brings into view questions about
the participatory effects of UBI, and the relationship between income supports and
collective social labour, by which we mean the contributive work performed by people
to meet shared needs whether through paid employment, volunteering, informal or
unpaid work. We use the term ‘collective social labour’ deliberatively to avoid reducing
social cooperation to market participation while retaining an emphasis on the value of
citizens’ performing socially useful work. However, as we argue below, this understanding of social labour incorporates reproductive work that is neither adequately valued nor
provided by the market. We ask whether income support needs to be unconditional or are
there merits in a conditional income that enables or facilitates and values post-productivist
participation?

A participation-based income
The case for a PI was ﬁrst made by Atkinson (1996) as a compromise between the
aspirations to a UBI and the emerging political acceptability of the workfare model. More
recently, the idea of a PI has also been developed by Goodin (2001) as a middle ground
between what he perceived as the post-productivist utopia of ‘welfare without work’ and
the neoliberal dystopia of ‘work, not welfare.’ This characterisation of ‘post-productivism’
is rightly challenged by Fitzpatrick, who positions post-productivism as a ‘post-employment’
rather than post-work politics of time ‘in which multiple forms of valuable activity, both
formal and informal, are identiﬁed and nurtured’ (2004: 218).
Recognising time-poverty and time-autonomy as central concerns, Fitzpatrick stresses
the tensions between balancing time, work and income support, while feminists consistently draw attention to the need for time for care for both men and women (Craig, 2008).
Seeking a balance between these possibilities, a PI seeks to widen the range of contributions that are recognised and accommodated as socially useful ‘work’, and to provide
greater temporal autonomy for people to arrange the balance between productive and
reproductive time by reducing the ﬁnancial necessity to participate in the labour market.
In this sense, a PI is conceptually distinct from an employment-oriented active labour
policy while nevertheless trying to balance the dual objectives of universal protection and
social participation.
Below, we brieﬂy unpack three key questions concerning the interrelated challenge
of designing a PI that is both administratively and politically feasible: the challenge of
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maintaining reciprocity, of determining what constitutes a valid form of post-productivist
participation, and the degree to which the payment is universal or targeted. Effective
resolution of each of these administrative and political challenges is required to ensure a
PI can be a form of income support that can be governed and administered without
stigmatising recipients.
Maintaining reciprocity

PI’s key point of departure from a UBI is its retention of an element of behavioural
conditionality, or ‘conditions of conduct’ (Clasen and Clegg, 2007: 167), albeit broadly
conceived. As Clasen and Clegg (2007) observe, access to income supports can be
variously limited by restricting eligibility to certain categories of people (e.g. age), by
restricting eligibility according to people’s assessed circumstances (e.g. means-testing), or
by withdrawing supports in cases of non-compliance with behavioural obligations such as
participation requirements. Atkinson views the retention of behavioural conditionality as a
pragmatic acquiescence, citing the difﬁculty of securing political support for a basic
income ‘while it remains unconditional on labour market or other activity’ (1996: 67). In
other words, rendering basic income conditional on participation is a political tactic to
smooth the way for a swifter adoption of a UBI and ‘implementation by stealth’ (Groot
et al., 2019: 280). This is how the case for a PI has been broadly construed in the social
policy literature. But the participation criterion – depending on how narrow or expansive
it is – can be, and is, also defended upon normative grounds: as aligning PI with widely
accepted principles of reciprocity in social cooperation (that a UBI violates). This is the
principle, as summarised by White (2017), that ‘those who choose to share in the beneﬁts
created by others’ productive efforts should make a reciprocal effort in return.’ While UBI
advocates often dismiss this principle as a construct of neoliberal paternalists such as
Mead, this is a mistake. It is deeply rooted in several inﬂuential egalitarian theories of
justice and, speciﬁcally, in the tradition of social contract theory. Notably, it is foundational to Rawls theory of justice as fairness, which views society – and the welfare state
that sustains it – as a regime of social cooperation, or ‘collective activity’, that ‘sustains our
efforts and elicits our contribution’ (1999: 464 our emphasis). Likewise, in her development of the CA, Anderson views social democracy as a regime of joint cooperative labour
in which people’s access to the capabilities underpinning equal citizenship depend on
their ‘fulﬁlling some role in the division of labour’ (1999: 321).
For theorists of equality such as Rawls and Anderson, unconditional welfare fails to
respect people’s moral autonomy. Enjoying cooperative beneﬁts without contributing in
return is to treat fellow citizens as mere instruments to our own wellbeing, undermining
the social conditions of our mutual interdependence and equality to each other. This has
led some to mistakenly take reciprocity to mean a duty to contribute in the form of paid
work. This ‘employment-oriented’ or ‘Conservative Reciprocity Principle’ (Anderson,
2004: 246) undergirds contemporary activation policies. However, it rests on a narrow
‘productivist’ account of social cooperation as sharing in economic growth. The CA
embeds a wider understanding of ﬂourishing to recognise myriad forms of socially
valuable contributions beyond market participation, including care giving and other
forms of social reproduction. Moreover, participating in the labour market is no longer
‘considered an end in itself but rather it is positively judged only to the extent that it
contributes to human ﬂourishing’ (Laruffa, 2020: 6). The obligation to contribute societally
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therefore becomes irreducible to a duty to undertake economic production. This reimagines conditionality, pushing it towards reciprocity and mutual interdependence and
away from a narrow producivist rationale focused on job seeking. This reorientation aligns
PI with the concept of ‘navigational agency’ (Claassen, 2018) as well as Beck’s (2000: 58)
concept of ‘a multi-active’ society. Both aspire to decouple social esteem and security
from paid employment, by socially recognising and accommodating other forms of
activity including family and parental work, voluntary work, and political activity. A
just society, as Anderson (2004: 251) argues, ‘would recognise all of these as fulﬁlling
citizen’s obligations of reciprocity.’ For example, Swaton (2018) conceives of PI as a
form of Ecological Transition Income (ETI) that seeks to accelerate the ecological
transition by promoting environmental or social activity compatible with the limits of
the biosphere. She argues ETI could be accompanied by tailor-made support for
people to launch projects, and that because it advocates broad ecological and
democratic belonging it promotes a sense of belonging and cooperation inspired by
care and supporting interdependence through solidaristic principles that respect
‘equality in difference’. For her, ecology and the social economy are united by
citizens’ movements and conditions are justiﬁed if participation allows for a sense
of inclusion and purpose, and less atomisation. Likewise, Pérez-Muñoz (2018) suggests how a PI could help coordinate environmental reproductive work, through
volunteering, social economy, third sector or environmental politics, and/or through
refocusing the balance of paid work and active ecological citizenship. We agree that
some levels of reciprocity are justiﬁed on the grounds that a PI can be better aligned
with targeted policy goals, particularly reward for and redistribution of care and
ecological work along with other forms of socially valued participation including
inputs into local, national and international democratic processes.
What activities constitute post-productivist participation?

In contrast to the current (work-related) activity-testing of payments, a PI would substantially widen the range and variety of options that are recognised as valued contributions.
Pérez-Muñoz, for example, envisages conditioning PI on the performance of ‘civic service
programmes’ ranging from neighbourhood clean-ups, environmental protection and
gardening projects, educational programmes, and ‘volunteering in homeless shelters’
(2016: 175). Swaton (2018) similarly proposes conditioning income support on the
performance of community projects such as renovating cultural heritage sites, promoting
traditional crafts, setting-up walking trails, raising environmental awareness in schools and
providing sustainability advice to businesses. We would argue, however, that the range of
activities would need to be considerably widened beyond ecological reproductive work
to accommodate other forms of reproductive labour including giving care and forms of
voluntary work and political participation that contribute to social reproduction. This
aligns PI with the inherent value pluralism of a capabilities-informed theory of wellbeing
that Hiilamo and Komp (2018) argue is already evident in some European social assistance
programmes, such as the Dutch social assistance program.
The Netherlands 2015 Participation Act was amended in 2017 when a new Article 83
of the Participation Act came into force allowing six municipalities to locally exempt work
obligations in lieu of fulﬁlling social participation ‘Quid Pro Quo’ requirements. Informed
by insights from behavioural economics, Sen’s CA, and psychological motivation theories,
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the policy logic was that investing in personal autonomy, trust and intrinsic motivation
may enhance people’s performance, health and subjective well-being. Obligations can be
fulﬁlled through paid work but also volunteering, further education, caregiving and other
health, wellbeing and social integration measures (see Groot et al., 2019: 284). However,
under these municipalities’ ‘trust experiments’ (Muffels et al., 2019), these participation
requirements are neither strictly monitored nor enforced through sanctions. Instead,
citizens are trusted to reciprocate by municipalities, and welfare agencies rely on
intrinsically motivating participation through offering demand-oriented opportunities that
citizens pursue, not out of compulsion, but because they consider them meaningful and
worthwhile. Muffels et al. (2019) argue the innovative policy which shifts from focusing on
people’s (in)ability to work to investment in people’s skills and abilities, opportunities and
free choices may mark an irreversible shift in welfare state policy making away from
highly conditional social assistance programmes towards less conditional participation or
basic income.
In determining forms of socially legitimate forms of participation we can be guided to
some degree by the innovative approach in the Netherlands that focused on selfdevelopment (care, education, etc.). However the Dutch approach is still embedded in
a wider productivist frame and is less motivated by concerns for ecological reproduction, gender equity, care or democracy. In developing a wider normative approach to
determine the boundaries of what might be acceptable participation we are guided by
Fitzpatrick ’s (2003) counterpoints to a productivist approach revolving around norms
of paid employment that generate economic value. Fitzpatrick, in deﬁning a postproductivist world, acknowledges that a post-productivist world will include paid
employment but insists this must contribute to social reproduction. Post-productivist
work will include work whose social value is ‘moral, aesthetic, emotional and natural’
(Fitzpatrick, 2003: 96) and which contributes to emotional and ecological reproduction. It should also, following Anderson, enable time for democratic work that allows a
more careful eco system to be negotiated, nurtured and maintained. Fitzpatrick
intimates that such post-productivist work will often be local in nature, be associated
with the commons and will replicate the type of work and outcomes generated in the
third sector, social economy, co-operatives and through voluntary work. In essence, a
PI redistributes time to enable sustainable reproduction while embedding incentives
for ‘breadwinners’ to redistribute their time away from economic production towards
socially reproductive labour in a way that a UBI cannot. This is essential for a
redistribution of care work and a prerequisite for gender equality. In this vein,
Lombardozzi argues for targeted policy to deal with gendered redistribution of unpaid
labour around the activities of social reproduction and care provision. In this respect
she draws on Sage’s argument for targeted responses as a more effective way to
achieve a more creative reform of what many still regard as male breadwinner models;
for example, targeted guaranteed income schemes to enable men and women to fulﬁl
caring obligations and responsibilities without signiﬁcant economic penalties. We
argue PI has potential to open what Lombardozzi terms ‘more heterogenous and ﬂuid
mechanisms of social protection and public goods’ (2020: 321). As Craig (2008)
argues, much of this reproductive work, particularly care responsibilities, already
happens in an unpaid context and the question is not so much how to make care work
‘paid work’ – rather, how to ﬁnd time to do it in one’s personal life but also how to
ensure such work is equitably shared not only between parents but across society.
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A targeted or universal payment?

Beyond the question of the participation requirements that a PI should be conditioned
upon, there is also the question of whether a PI should be targeted by ‘conditions of
circumstance’ (Clasen and Clegg, 2007: 167) or universally paid to everyone. Hiilamo and
Komp (2018) argue that a PI can be compatible with means-testing, although Aktinson’s
original proposal saw PI as a substitute for means-tested social assistance but not necesssarily
a wholly universal payment. Rather than a payment everyone would receive, he proposed PI
as a complementary form of social security in which reformed and expanded social insurance
payments would remain the default form of social security for many. In this section we argue
that while a PI need not be universal, only ex-post income testing, with relatively high income
thresholds, can enable a PI to be administered without stigma.
Atkinson’s key objection to means-testing is that it is applied at a household level,
thereby penalising not just the recipients’ efforts but those of his or her family as well.
Another important concern is the potential to stigmatise recipients, insofar as residualising
welfare through narrow means-testing may symbolically stigmatise claiming beneﬁts as a
dependent and impoverished social identity. The process of claiming beneﬁts can itself
give rise to what Baumberg (2015: 183) term’s ‘claims stigma’ if conditions of conduct and
circumstance give rise to a lack of privacy ‘and the feeling of being looked down on by
suspicious staff’. This, in turn, can create beneﬁt take-up issues among those who might
need welfare the most (Atkinson, 1996: 68). The force of these concerns will depend on
how narrowly eligibility conditions are targeted: whether they are designed to ‘screen in’
only the neediest or to ‘screen out’ only the most afﬂuent. A PI that recognises a wide
plurality of participation and which is tapered in line with salary earnings at an
individualised, modest-to-high threshold may mitigate these concerns about stigmatisation, while making any PI scheme more affordable and therefore feasible.
This emphasis on the individualisation of payments is one essential feature that a PI
shares with a UBI and is an essential prerequisite for economic independence for women.
The administrative speciﬁcities of how a PI can be implemented as a targeted payment
along these lines will need to be determined in each national social security system,
although certain Covid-19 income supports such as Ireland’s Pandemic Unemployment
Payment demonstrate how eligibility can be assessed ex-post and without navigating
invasive administrative hurdles (see Hick and Murphy, 2021). This is not to underplay the
critical importance of resolving these difﬁcult questions; the administrative speciﬁcities
are closely related to political feasibility. As Wolff (1998: 97) argues in the context of
normative justiﬁcations for welfare conditionality more broadly, ‘egalitarians must be
concerned not only by a concern for fairness, but also by the idea of respect for all.’ Forms
of income support that are ideal from a normative standpoint can only be implemented via
administrative systems that preserve recipients’ self-respect. This is especially so for a
capabilities-oriented social policy animated by a relational theory of democratic equality.
It requires that recipients are not subjected to invasive bureaucratic examinations to
determine eligibility and deservingness.

Conclusion
Welfare architectures, through their (de)commodifying effects, structure the boundaries
between the market and the state to pattern people’s participation in production and
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consumption. Social policies can therefore play an important role in accelerating
ecological transitions, although the intersection between welfare and ecological
sustainability remains at the margins of social policy debates. This is now changing
as concepts of ‘sustainable welfare’ and an ‘eco-social’ state gain in focus and
attention. Nevertheless, the particular social security reforms that might propel any
shift towards an eco-social state have yet to be considered in detail. We have
suggested Atkinson’s concept of a PI as one reform that offers such potential, especially
when allied to UBS and the collective provision of those foundational goods and
services that underwrite human ﬂourishing.
Atkinson offered PI as a compromise between what he argued were politically
unfeasible aspirations for unconditional payments and the then emerging political
acceptability of the workfare model, with a more conditional and producutivist welfare
at its heart. Castles (2010), in reﬂecting on welfare reform at times of crisis, suggests
that emergencies (or black swans), while once a major catalyst in shaping young
welfare states, are no longer a major factor shaping welfare state development. Like
’elephants on the move’, welfare states are ‘rarely signiﬁcantly thrown off course by
particular events’ (Castles, 2010: 92). We clearly argue for PI as a ‘ﬁrst-best’ solution
while acknowledging that, for those interested in UBI, it also leaves the door open for
ongoing reform. While UBI has enjoyed a renaissance, if Castles is correct, proponents
of a UBI might be disappointed. The implications of Castles’ analysis resonate with
what Atkinson ﬁrst observed; that a PI offers a political halfway house between a highly
conditional welfare system and fully unconditional one. For that reason, it might be
politically more feasible and thus a more realistic focus for immediate reform. Atkinson
also stressed how PI is compatible, theoretically and conceptually, with retaining
social insurance as the default system of social security for many. To this extent, we
have argued, it can be envisaged in targeted rather than universal terms, increasing its
affordability and reducing the potential for enhanced income supports to divert
resources away from the provision of UBS. Put differently, PI offers an individualised
income guarantee for those without sufﬁcient social insurance or employment earnings, which is distinct from a universal cash beneﬁt paid to all regardless of circumstance. This brings the possibility of more immediate reform towards an eco-social
state that values people’s freedom ‘to ‘get a life’ and refuse the political and cultural
call to simply ‘get a job’’ (Marston and Peterie, 2020: 44).
The opportunity for a PI and welfare system to be non-stigmatising is crucial in that
it offers the possibility for wide ranging interests to coalesce around it, with alliances
between unions, feminists, environmentalists and anti-poverty organisations, the type
of political dynamic that Fraser, 2013) has termed a triple movement. However, it
remains the case in most instances, as in the Dutch example discussed above, that the
range of participation options are narrow and overly restrict people’s ‘navigational
agency’ to choose between multiple socially valuable ‘doings’ and ‘beings’.
The tighter the list of ofﬁcially sanctioned activities the greater the danger that a PI
will simply reproduce the stigmatising tendencies of conventional means-tested,
work-conditional payments (De Wispelaere and Stirton, 2018). If PI is to avoid this
prospect, it will need to be implemented through recalibrated administrative structures
that focus on catalysing participation by appealing to people’s intrinsic motivations
and the quality and diversity of available opportunities rather than monitoring and
sanctions.
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Notes
1 Sen is famously reluctant to specify any predetermined list of capabilities as foundational to
wellbeing, arguing that the conditions for ﬂourishing vary between societies, and that any detailed list of
capabilities must be subject to democratic deliberation and agreement (Sen, 2009: 241–2).
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